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PARSON POLYGLOT'S SON. 
CHAPTER   V. 
Grant thou a pardon here, and then the tale 
Shall move on soberly, as it is meet. 
—Keats. 
IN the chronic phrase of the 
story-writers, we must now 
pass rapidly over the space of four 
years. Think not from this, gen- 
tle reader, that your author has 
turned astrologer, and proposes to 
disclose to you the secrets of the 
future. As has already been in- 
timated, the scenes which have 
been described are not scenes of 
yesterday. Perhaps it should 
have been stated before,—again 
giving credit to the story-writers, 
—that the time of our story ex- 
tends over the short but memorable 
period of years from 18— to 18—. 
The reader now understands why 
it is that, after a short pause for 
breath, we take the earliest oppor- 
tunity for saying that Charlie 
Templeton did not die ; and also, 
why we pass over altogether, the 
long, lingering sickness, with 
which he was afflicted. Dead 
sorrows do not excite the emotions 
that animate our interest in living 
ones. Scrubb is not half so much 
interested in the dead-and-gone 
death of Methuselah, as in the 
prospective death of Grubb, head- 
clerk in the office in which Scrubb 
is assistant. And yet, in point of 
reputation, Methuselah is indispu- 
tably ahead of Grubb. 
We might have killed poor Char- 
rlie Templeton as he lay there help- 
lesson the beach, and nobody would 
have been the wiser. Our tender- 
heartedness restrained us. Let a 
knowledge of this put an eternal end 
to the dumps of our friend Hard- 
case, who whines dolefully :—" It 
188 Parson Polyglot's Son 
is a sad satire on human nature, look  at her now, with her deep, 
this fact that the fear of detection is    laughing,   brown   eyes,   and  her 
the only  preventive of universal    warm, rosy cheeks, you think, no 
wrong-doing and crime." doubt, that she  must have spent 
Yes, Charlie Templeton lived, the most of her time in becoming 
We feel that it is necessary to say kind-hearted and frank and gener- 
this, in order to explain what fol-    ous.    But no, she has never been 
lows. It  might  excite surprise ? other than all these.   She has been 
too. She is not to mention distrust, in a prac- attending   school, 
tical mind, to find our hero moving taking a post-graduate course in 
naturally in earthly society, before the village academy.    She doesn't 
it learned that his truant life had do much at home, only study, and 
been restored to him there in the help a little about the house, and 
; 
i gray  morning. We,   for  one, sew, and read, and—well, once in 
these authorial pronouns must be    a while, she writes to Charlie, when 
mended !—being practical, should he is away.    They both thought 
think it a very strange affair, to    it very strange,—this idea that a 
say the least.    Now, however, we    boy and a girl can not be good 
i 
ii 
I   . 
that the reader will  not be    friends    without being lovers. beg 
taken aback, if, on entering Mrs. They didn't know why it was so 
Percival's parlor, nearly four years different from the case of two boys, 
after the events of the last chapter, or two  girls.    So it was agreed 
he recognizes  in  the  tall young that they would write each other 
gentleman sitting there, the really good,   friendly    letters, 
dead Charlie. Templeton of other 
and no 
more. 
days. He has grown handsome That was  when   Charlie   first 
since we saw him last, albeit the    went away.    They called  them- 
paleness of his face is no improve-    selves boy and girl, then.   Charlie 
ment. His college life   of  two is a young  gentleman  now, and 
years has given his face a thought- Winnie a young lady.    There is 
ful, manly look, that well becomes something  in  a  name, after  all. 
him.    His boyish spirits have not Charlie, at any rate, finds it much 
left him, as is   evident from the harder to   be   only  a  friend   to 
laughing   animation   of his   talk Winnie than he did when he was 
with  Winnie.    Yet   the   glee  of a " boy " ; and to-night he means 
both is subdued, perhaps more so to ask her if he may not bear that 
to-night than usual; for he goes other  title   of lover.    And  what 
back soon to complete his Sopho- will   her  answer  be ?    Has   she 
more year found  the   same   difficulty? 
And   what   has   Winnie   been    hardly knows. 
She 
She doesn't real- 
doing all these years ? As you ize   that    there has been any 
i.~— ^ 
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change,—it  has  been so natural all  true  feeling, we  respect  the 
and so gradual.    Yet the change character even of our enemy, find 
has come.    Possibly she will see something in the zealot to admire, 
it all to-night.    Possibly she reads and do not quite scorn the poet, 
in Charlie's manner a hint of what It is not our higher natures that 
passing through his mind She raise all this outcry against   senti- 
does, she reads it, and it comes to    mentalism.    When care saving 
her with a sudden thrill of terror, machines shall have been invented 
She  is tempted to run from the for the mind, and dyspepsia been 
room,   out  into  the  dark  street, driven from the  body,  we  shall 
anywhere,  anywhere, out of the hear that outcry no more. 
sight of him.    Then a sweet feel We return to Frank Dinsmore. 
; 
ing of peace and satisfaction falls That Sabbath, when he conversed 
upon  and  soothes  her,   like  the with Linscott, was  a day full of 
sound of low music heard through meaning to him.    If he had pos- 
the  shadowy  twilight   of a  vast sessed elastic force enough to re- 
cathedral. bound   from  the  shock  Linscott 
There, reader, we must with- had given him, all would have 
draw, in very deference to the been well; but his mind was 
laws of good breeding.    Charlie's    plastic, yielding, easily molded at 
words are not spoken in the public    the will of the workman. 
ear. It is the old, old story, old, 
Strong 
influences toward uprightness and 
yet ever new. It is a scene too    virtue, at  this time, would  have 
sacred to be exposed to the super- made him firmer than he had ever 
cilious sneers of young men who been. To persons of his self-dis- 
trustful nature, the first conscious are not foolish enough to fall in 
1 love; or to the incredulous pooh- lapses from rectitude are hard, 
poohs of old men who have for- Not till one loses his faith in all 
gotten that they were once young,    human  virtue,   does  sin  become 
and lovers. easy   and   stingless. The very 
It is one of the deplorable things self-distrust of these persons causes 
of this life that we are not oftener them to cry out, not, " Give me 
at   our   best.    The   daily  cares, license : the world is all sin"; but, 
sicknesses  and vexations drag us " Why am I made so weak, when 
down.    It is  only when we  rise all others are so  strong?"    Thus 
above our ordinary selves that we every transgression  lowers  their 
see the world as it is.    Then only own regard for themselves, with- 
can we really appreciate loftiness out detracting from their estimate 
of life, feeling, or purpose, in our of the general integrity.    Loss of 
t 
neighbor.     Then,   because our faith in humanity comes at last,as an 
own hearts are  in sympathy with    alternative to despair and suicide. 
190 Parson Polyglot's Son. 
1 
1 
I 
1 
: 
Linscott's philosophy, however,      paper, but, unfortunately, the item 
overcame all the  difficulties that     referred to had been torn out. 
would naturally have stood in the 
way of Frank's becoming a bad 
man, by taking  away the  sinful 
ness of sin at the very outset. CHAPTER VI 
a 
There are times 
When 
Keats. 
IT was 
Who has a right to tell you 
that his conscience is better than 
yours?" said he to Frank, a few 
days after the Sabbath before 
alluded to. "I tell you, it is all a 
matter of education." 
This was dangerous philosophy judged by the sense of 
for Frank to handle. It worked alone. If you looked out of the 
slowly but surely, for the under- window, there were the pale, cheer- 
mining  of his  whole   character.     less stars shining, cold and unpity- 
ni^ht. 
a   cold,   windy,   March 
Not so cold, either, if one 
feeling 
We see him first at the card-table, ing through a gray  atmosphere 
you then in the billiard-room, in the of drifting snow.    Whether 
society of disreputable young men. looked out of the window or tried 
He found that, under the influence to warm yourself at the fire, there 
of his  new philosophy, he  could was that sound of hurrying, pierc- 
wear  his new character with an ing winds that made you shiver; 
air of nonchalance that was quite for the night was  windy, beyond 
as surprising as it was gratifying a  doubt.    One   of   those 
to  the  ordinarily bashful  young when the wind dies away into a 
nights 
man. He began to think that he     long   silence, and then comes 
was somebody, after all. creeping, walking,  running, hur- 
The incident to be related in the lying, leaping  past the  window 
next  chapter, took  place  nearly with a shriek, and then screaming, 
four years   after  this, on a wild, crying, moaning, whispering, into 
gusty night  in  March.    Of Harl silence.    Ugh ! it makes one shiv- 
Linscott and George Farjeon we er only to think of it!    On such 
need only say that they never' re- nights, a   solitary   person   hears 
turned   to   Mooseville  after   that strange sounds at his ear, or sees 
summer.    Mrs.   Pillkins   averred ghostly  faces   before  him. 
that she " see 
The 
in  the  paper  that     sounds break  off in  an  instant, 
Giles Maycook, alias Harl Lin and the phantoms vanish as quick- 
cott, had been arrested in Boston, ly as they appear ; yet even their 
for an attempt to murder a feller momentary presence fills the mind 
named Jones, up in  New Hamp- of a  timid  man with  a  kind  of 
shire."     She  exhibited  the  very trembling horror. 
' 
. 
1 
t 
1 
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Frank    Dinsmore   was   sitting     had  persisted   in   resolving  itself 
alone in his little room up stairs.     into   an   Indian 
He had been standing at the win-     with  an   old   fus 
dow. 
war armed 
gazing 
The storm, that  had, that fixedly  up   toward   his  window, 
day, covered the earth with a light, And now he heard voices in the 
fleecy robe of snow, had ceased; outer  air, upon  the  roof, every- 
and   the   north   wind,   sweeping where, confused and unintelligible, 
southward to find a warmer clime, But, hold ! what caused that rush 
whirled  the   light flakes  into all     of air through  the entry 
manner of fantastic cloud-shapes,     the stairs,  setting  his 
so that  Frank could  hardly tell     Did the outer  door open? 
door 
d 
aJ 
up 
whether the snow-white clouds 
that overhung the western moon 
were   real   or  fancied.    He had 
did, 
aga 
it   must   h 
.; for  the 
If it 
e been closed 
dden draft had 
ed Yes it   did op ? and 
had drawn the curtain, however, and     some   one—who   was   it?— 
now  sat   in   a   thoughtful   mood     come in.    Frank could  hear him 
creeping slowly and with cat-like 
burnt low,  and whenever, for  a     tread up from stair to stair. 
before   the   fire.    The   fire   had 
moment, it flickered   into flame, a 
look of uneasiness, if not of dread. 
Oh, the terror and suspense of 
was visible on Frank f; H 
eyes  frequently sought the door 
those   moments !     If   he 
only reveal himself at once I 
ould 
but 
at every creak of the stairs he 
way; and often he looked behind     paused—it seemed an age.   Frank 
him, like one that reads De 
He 
could   not   stir.    The   Unknown 
Being   on   the   stairway   moved 
At length he 
Quincey   in   the   evening. 
made a movement as if he would nearer and nearer. 
light the candle, and once started paused   upon   the  landing;   and 
to go out; but the thought of the while  Frank,  almost  screaming, 
cold  night,   or,  perhaps,   of the and with a face white with terror, 
him. stared out into the darkness of the dark   stairway,   restrained 
He  dared  not look   at  the stiff,     hall,  the  Being   drew  stealthily 
staring pictures on the wall. He nearer to the room, and a masked 
had drawn the curtain because a     face peered in at the doorway, 
tall post  on   the  opposite  corner 
1 
192 Nondum 
NONDUM. 
IT Jri OW oft in meditative mood I've sought To burst the chain that limits human flight, 
And strive beyond the realms of finite thought 
To gaze at that which baffles Reason's light. 
I love not that which from the hand of God 
Would steal the key to all mysterious thing 
Nor would I brook a longing for the rod 
That warns me of afflictions which it bring; 
\ 
Yet is it trespass that we here possess 
A soul that pants eternal truths to learn ? 
Or do we honor High Command the less 
Because aspiring to those truths discern: ? 
' 
I cannot fathom Heaven's mysterious thing 
Nor I measure God's eternal pi 
My reason staggers at the thought it brings, 
When molded and deformed by creeds of Man 
I would t'were mine to hush the clamoring throng 
Of clashing theories my thoughts devise; 
And hear the accents of celestial tongues 
Dispel false doctrines from my spirit's skies. 
I know the future all things sure reveals; 
Yet thirst I for that higher knowledge here ; 
So guide me safe where errors truth conceals, 
And lift the unblessed ignorance I bear. 
1 
I 
■ 
Not yet!    But when shall gleam my life's last ray, 
And heaven's vaults for me unbarred shall be, 
Disrobed of earthly creed, in Heaven's clear day, 
The golden truth eternal I shall see. 
^^A 
_ 
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A FEW WORDS IN REFERENCE TO CALIFORNIA. 
'» 
HINKING that a few lines in At first the prairies look beauti 
relation to some of the dif- ful and grand, stretching away as 
ferent phases of California life far as the eye can extend, a tree- 
may be in some degree interesting, less plain apparently as limitless 
we take advantage of some of our as space itself.    But after riding a 
spare time for this purpose. few hours, the novelty turns into a 
We are sorry to say that, as far dreary monotony, which remains 
as our observation and experience unbroken till we cross the Missis- 
go, there is a gross misrepresenta- sippi, and bound away with light- 
tion of the West, both on the part ning spead to Council Bluffs, 
of tourists and residents. We do which begin about forty miles this 
not wish to be understood as say- side of the city of the same name 
ing that those who write about on the Missouri, 
and tell us of the West, intention- 
ally exaggerate their accounts. 
Their 
Council Bluffs take their name 
from 
tastes  and  habits  may be     Indians by  the   expl 
a   council   held   with   the 
)rers, Lewis 
different from that it to 
them all  they represent it to be 1 
Clark, in 1804.    Their pecu- 
formation presents one of the 
But we will endeavor to 
true statement of Califor 
g a most interesting   features  of the 
life route. They rise, sloping up from 
as it is there that we have had the plain, about two or three hun- 
most   of our  experience, without     dred   feet,   in   cylindrical,   pyra- 
i     midal   and conical forms, so per- prejudice for or against it. Th 
nearest and  quickest  passage to     feet that nature seems to have re 
California from Ma by buked  man  for claiming  as  his 
we propose to take that route     own invention   those forms which 
she modeled before his existence. 
Leaving    Council    Bluffs, we 
and hasten along as fast as possi- 
ble, stopping to notice, however, a 
few of the most prominent features     cross the Missouri to Omaha, the 
as we pass, city of cut-throats and thieves, and 
The journey is a very pleasant     thence  away through  Nebraska, 
one, and full of interest and 
citement. After    leaving-   New 
England and the middle states, 
everything begins to look new, 
but the newness soon wears off. 
anxious to reach the snow-capped 
peaks of the Rocky Mountains, 
and  wind  through  their  mighty 
and   along   their gorges 
brinks. 
canyon 
t 
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\ 
But how disappointed, when we prison, where the sun never shines 
reach Sherman, the highest point except at noon ; and then upon the 
of   the   pass where  the  railroad summit of some   lofty  peak, the 
crosses, and have  found nothing view   from   which  is  unimpeded 
but one   ascending  plain ; yet to except by the summits themselves, 
the  north   and   south, the  peaks From this point, range on range 
raise  their  snowy  crests, which, 
> 
gorge   upon with   their 
together with the  Black Hills of heads of eternal whiteness pierc- 
Wyoming,   partially   relieve  our ing the  very sky, can  be  seen, 
disappointment. which, it  seems  to us,   can  not 
The Pacific slope presents near- yield in romantic beauty and awful 
the same appearance, only we grandeur  even  to  the legendary 
are descending instead of ascend- fame  of the   storied Alps.    Here 
As we pass along, the next we leave the last point of expec- 
objects of interest which meet our 
view are the Castle Rocks of 
Utah. 
tation, and glide  away into  the 
sunny plains of California. 
Now that we  have  arrived  at 
rise 
Huge  masses of reddish stone     our point of destination, the Sacra- 
almost  perpendicularly,     mento Valley, we will devote the up 
from  one  to  two thousand  feet, 
upon the tops of which, as upon 
rest of our space to our subject. 
[\ 
some lofty hight, the Castle THE   CLIMATE. 
1 
Rocks appear, adorned with their 
towers,   and   turrets,   and  battle- This is healthful, mild and fruitful, 
ments.    These rocks present such There are no sudden changes of 
symmetry  of parts,   and such  a weather, and snow is seen as often 
miniature of what, at least, a pict- here in summer as there in winter, 
ure of the old feudal   castles is, except in the foot-hills and mount- 
that  if Cedric  himself had seen 
them he would have mistaken the and so warm that flowers blossom 
ams. The air is clear and balmy, 
delusion for a reality. 
Speeding   away  through   Salt 
on the plains   all   winter, and the 
orange and lemon trees are laden 
Lake Valley and over the fertile with yellow fruit.    The clearness 
plains of  the Humbolt, we  now of the   atmosphere  is  wonderful, 
arrive at the foot  of the Sierras, An object ten miles away can be 
and our thwarted expectations of seen as distinctly there as at a dis- 
the Rockies are here more than tance of one mile here.    In fact, 
, 
realized. We are really among we think that the climate is as fine 
the mountains ; sometimes hemmed as any one has ever represented it 
in on every side by the gray to be, and all that could be de- 
walls of a seemingly impregnable     sired. 
i 
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SOCIETY. °f California,   are  very  unauspi- 
cious; yet New England men and 
There   are just  two classes of    principles are   so widely diffused, 
society, the aristocracy and com-    and are holding  the  equilibrium 
monalty.    These never mingle in    of   the   force   which   acts   upon 
society at such a poise, that we social   circles. The first   class 
consists of the wealthy, regardless    believe it will finally fall upon the 
of  their   occupation   or   calling,    right side. 
THE   SCHOOLS. Many of the most eminent men of 
the Pacific  coast  and  leaders of 
society are professional gamblers. 
Probably you would be surprised    about the superiority of the school 
to  hear that Colonel Baker, the    system  of Califo 
We  have  heard  a  great  deal 
over  ours, 
great   senator of Oregon, and d have noticed in some of 
4'Christian hero of BalPs Bluff," papers about the marvelous advan- 
was a professional gambler, never- tages of the State University ; but 
theless, such is the fact.    Sunday    in  these   reports  there is " great 
is the day set  apart bankers,    cry and little wool." 
merchants   and clerks, for sport- We had the opportunity of Visit- 
ing, and the report of the shot gun    ing the public schools of the  city 
and rifle can be heard to a greater    of Marysville several times,  and 
extent than on any other day. of forming the acquaintance of the 
With the above example, set by teachers, one of whom, the prin- 
the leading class of people in all cipal  of the  High  School,   is  a 
pursuits, we can not expect much graduate of Bowdoin.    The word 
else than gamblers and knaves of " thorough " seems to have lost a 
the  lower  class, which  is,  to  a great deal of its force in crossing 
great degree, the case.    This class the   plains,  for   what   they   call 
has   increased   much   during the thorough teaching would be a kind 
last   decade, on   account   of the of sale work here.    We remember 
great   influx   of Chinese,  which that   the   teacher   of   the   High 
has brought white labor into dis- School told us, "he intended to 
repute, and thrown  thousands of   teach thoroughly, but didn't mind 
already desperate   men into idle- the technicalities    much." We 
ness, the hot-bed of vice.    These visited the school one day, and it 
are unpleasant reflections, for we happened to be our good luck to 
believe  that   society  is  identical hear the Latin and Greek classes, 
with  morality,   and  closely  con- About the first recitation was the 
nected with the destiny of a state inflection of the verb amo, the im- 
or   nation.    If this   is   true,   the perfect of which was given ama-» 
t 
omens, which presage   the future b a?n, ama/w5,    ama^/, I con- 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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eluded   that this was one  of the    to admit the  classics as a part of 
technicalities, and  I  thought, by the course.    The  fact is, as near 
the   way   they   pronounced,   that    as we could learn, that a p 
pronunciation was classed under get a more desirable education 
this   head.    They   did   not   scan    at any of 
Virgil at all.    This same careless- 
ness was noticeable in every branch 
preparatory schools 
,    We  intended   to 
poken a word in  regard to 
or  seminaries 
of study. You will be satisfied of    the Chinese, but space is full 
the merits of the State University,    and we are obliged to omit further 
when you learn that the trustees    details, 
and faculty are undecided whether 
'1 
■ a 
r it-fci t_    f ■       r  -1     -    — -    - ■   ■» 
I 
OUR INDIAN CORRESPONDENCE. 
INTEMPERANCE   IN   INDIA. 
BHIMPORE, INDIA, 21 JULY, 1874. 
MR. EDITOR, 
I 
»    . 
use of intoxicating drink 
strictly prohibited by the 
Indian S/iasters, and n< 
Hindu will indulge in it 
orthodo 
This 
lane of the town, several may be 
found. Saddest of all, it is chiefly 
foreign  liquor   that is  doing   the 
is mischief   in   Indi I dinary 
what we x 
and it was 
to hear years ag 
> 
country shop you may find 
of the good points    brandy, gin, Old Tom d w 
for which India was lavishly com key fr Ireland   and Scotland 
plimented 
the pulpit 
Intemperance h 
the platform and in    not to speak  of French brandies 
But, al 
beg 
the hydra 
n its work 
Young Bengal believes in stimulat 
g Caste caste, he   must 
this fair land of the sun, and its    have his cups, and those who 
terrible ravages are seen on every not afford the genteel article, must 
hand.    When I came to Midna-    put up with try-made liq 
poi ? 1 than   ten  year a&o, I believe numberless hogsheads of 
country liquor are retailed there were a few liquor shops, but    common 
now, on well nigh every street and    from bottles wearing foreign label 
I 
^_ 
■ * 
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• 
as genuine gin and whiskey.   Are    to  the  rumseller, to pay up the 
the  people  the  worse   for   this ?    back bills! 
A sadder case still occurred a Hardly, I  should  say, for  India 
has yet to learn all the fine arts of    few  months ago at   Midnapore. 
the foreign   distiller, who can The cleverest Bengali gentleman 
manufacture   the  best and hand-    at   the   station,   the  Government 
somest  wines  from   alcohol  and    Pleader  and  District Attorney, a 
"    Hindu     (which chemicals! progressive 
Less than two years ago, an means that he could eat beef and 
English babu died of delirium trc- drink wine without compunctions 
mens at Midnapore.    He was one    of  conscience),   fell  to drinking 
of my  earliest  acquaintances at freely   with gay associates   on 
the station, and his was one of the    Christmas evening, and that night 
very first zenanas opened to our was thrown from his carriage and 
missionary ladies.    He  had been instantly killed, while in an intoxi- 
educated at a mission school near cated condition.    So you see that 
Calcutta, and spoke English cor- the vices of enlightened lands are 
rectly  and with  ease.     His post finding  fertile   soil  over  here in 
of  an engineer in the pagandom, and bid fair to reach a • was that 
rank and luxurious growth. 
Our native churches are suffer 
public works department, and he 
was getting on well;  was in favor 
with his employers, and wras draw- ing much from the inroads of this 
ing a salary of about $1500 per foe, intemperance.   As among the 
annum.    I used to converse with Karens   of   Burmah,   arrak   and 
this babu  on  the claims   of the opium have divided many families 
Christian religion, and his frank- and broken up churches too, and 
ness  pleased   me   much.    He   at it would  seem  that  in   India we 
times seemed to be an earnest in- must  have a hand  to   hand fight 
quirer after the truth.    But he was with this demon of strong drink, 
transferred to another station, and Would   that    sound   temperance 
so we lost sight of him and   his views  were  held by  all  foreign 
family too.    In '72 he returned to Christians here.   Too many, alas ! 
Midnapore,   but   how   changed! are   tampering   with   what   Mr. 
The  rum-fiend  had   fastened  on Moody rightly called " the infernal 
him his cruel   clutch, and he was stuff," when addressing  a  select 
but the wreck of the man I knew. Scotch  audience   the  other  day. 
I need say no more, for the sequel Not  a  few  ministers,   and  some 
missionaries too, bow at the of such a history is too familiar to 
Americans.    The babu died, and shrine  of Bacchus, and   are   the 
was buried by sorrowing friends, popular apologists for fashionable 
and his horse  and carriage went drinking habits.  Rev. Dr. Crosby, 
t 
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of Gotham, has his confreres over    before   by   the    natives   of thib 
here in our colleges  and pulpits, country, and I  am  sorry to  see, 
At the great Allahabad Conference from recent statistics, that this is 
of Indian missionaries of all sects, the case also in the United States, 
an Englishman presented a " Me- As in China, so here in India, the 
morial on the Spread of Intemper- 
ance, V and urged that the mission- 
Government  derives  an 
immense revenue from the sale of 
English 
aries, as a body, sign it, an send intoxicating drinks   an drugs 
it up to Government.    This move    Persons  can   not  sell without li- 
was opposed by several prominent 
ial 
but all they like with 
delegates, so  the   memor  was    Government manufactures the liq 
signed by only those missionaries    uor and raises the opium, and in- 
" who approved of its contents ! "    dividuals doing either are liable to 
The   mover   of  this   temperance 
memorial said to me months after- 
I 
wards in Calcutta :—" The Amcri- 
heavy tin d mpnsonment 
S 
stood by me to 
stig 
a monopoly is a shame 
the government, on 
d 
d 
Don't  fancy Mr Edito that 
influence 
and  this 
LOthing is being done in India to 
tay   the   tide   of  intemperance. 
Already not a few principal 
stations   have    their   temp 
we  hope  that Christian 
may ultimately prevail, 
blot be removed from the policy of 
a Christian government. 
sionaries, as a body, present 
a  standing   protest   against   this 
clubs.   At Agra River, Mr. Greg-    heaven-defying wickedness, estab 
son, a Baptist missionary, e ctits a lished  and   protected by English 
periodical, entitled, " On Guard,"    laws; and for this reason Christi 
d doing a good Work g missions are not popular with many 
the  soldi 
the lower   Himala} 
At   Darjieling, on    Englishmen, though such men 
r 
English chapl 
missionary 
an th 
ge, the    Lord  Lawrence, Sir  Donald 
Scotch    McLeod, and others, are a striking 
are accomplishing ption among the ruling 
much  for  the  reformation of the    Some of your readers may recol 
poor slaves to  strong drink. At lect a recent debate in the British 
each   of our   mission   stations we    Parliament, in the course of which 
ave a thriving temperance soci- the   Duke o Somerset spoke 
en- ety, and are doing all we can to warmly of missionaries as 
save the children and youth. Our thusiasts" and " the instigators of 
pledge includes all intoxicating riots," in countries now open to 
drinks and drugs, and also other- civilization. This worthy noble- 
wise   hurtful   articles,   prominent man said that " every missionary 
Opium almost requires a gunboat."   Lord 
is  being   used   more   than   ever 
among which is tobacco. 
Clarendon thought  that mission 
:, 
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Jaries " should follow in the wake    fire-water or opium had made the 
of trade," and not go out pioneer people 
ing 
more    amenable    to   the 
It was a capital answer that    preaching of the Gospel, and then 
the Bishop of Hereford gave these preach to men  whom the trader 
troubled lords.    He said, " There had   demoralized   or   intoxicated 
happened to be trades  carried on with his liquor and his vices ? " 
by British subjects, and protected I hope  Bates College has her 
with a high hand by the Govern- temperance league, and sends out 
fnent, which would  make a most her sons and daughters to battle 
unhappy preliminary to the preach- for truth and soberness against the 
ing of the missionary.    Should he corruptions of modern society. 
wait till the beneficent influence of J. L. P. 
1 
SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
HERE are very many very science for the uncertain general- 
strange things in philoso- ization of social law, we are like 
phy, and some facts that are even phantom spirits, that hurriedly 
paradoxical, perfect paragons of leave the gray of advancing morn- 
mysteries. But, however far we ing to plunge into the dim shadows 
push our inquiries, into whatever of the unillumined western wilds, 
province of physical speculation, Nescience is free from speculation, 
the contradictions of nature are yet the truth exists, and may be 
nowhere so marked, are nowhere known, giving character and re- 
brought out in such bold relief as spectability to the  whole 
in the history of social  and moral ucture of conject 
!   super 
The dis 
life. Phenomenon after phenome- covery of a single principle of uni- 
non has been traced back to the form action in the forces of nat- 
ure is enough to give to the scien- 
ble though secret law, so repeat- tist standing ground, and though 
edly and so accurately as to occa-    a  curious mind  may weave over 
normal working of some  immuta- 
sion a general  feeling of security him a booth of peculative 
under the universal sovereignty of thought* it does not destroy his 
physical order. And in .abandon- ground of certainty. But the 
ing   the    assurances   of   natural    social and moral world can hardly 
\ 
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be said to possess a single princi- 
ple, even if we mention the eternal 
one's nature are under the influ- 
ence of circumstances more than 
distinction  of ght d wrong > in the control of his reason. A 
ous  steadfast- 
sometimes strangely blend- 
ed with an utter disregard of the 
which most men think is innate, praiseworthy relig 
upon which can be built a philo- 
sophical system of any stability. 
The standard of morals is constant- 
ly changing. That which meets 
the approbation of society to-day, 
our sense of propriety 
truth The Spanish chivalry 
were a fine illustration of this curi- 
ous combination of opposite char- 
ange   in 
appreci- 
may shock 
to-morrow, when no 
the estimate of morals 
able. The general character of 
men does not change as their ap- 
preciation   of certain   virtues   or 
Each age 
is distinguished 
new 
vices  varies. The religious  en- 
irance.   but   a terion is, to appea ,
cluster of virtues, for any one of 
which another might be substitut- 
ed, without materially lessening 
their joint value. In New Eng- 
land the two leading virtues which 
call   forth the highest admiration 
truthfulness and chastity But 
acteristics of action, 
and each nation 
by lifting to the zenith some 
member of our social instincts or 
moral attributes, to guide the am- 
bitions of men ; and not unfre- 
quently is the spectacle rendered 
anomalous by associating with our 
ideas of perfection some qualifying 
vice. So to the moral philosopher 
is committed the task of explain- 
ing these phenomena; yet they 
are not without interest to us. 
Students of history well know 
that once in our land a respectably 
• 
in   another  portion f our   land,     active spirit   of Christian  philan 
chivalry overtops them both 
frequency   of al 
The 
cases 
throphy existed in the very midst 
of the worst form of human oppres- 
' 
almost  destroys  the   certainty of 
generalizations, 
sion. It is strang that   men 
which   are the hearts, God's truest earthly Edens 
foundations of law and ord produce side by sid the rank 
The reasQn seems to exercise very 
little influence in dictating what 
shall be the end of moral attain- 
ments, and the controlling princi- 
ple in our pursuit after material 
objects. 
weeds   of discord and   the ama 
ranthine flowers of virtue. 
The vital force of a tree secures 
its pward   growth if  the   ob 
stacles to be overcome are not too 
great, it will speedily develop 
So to one man utility may be into a perfect tree ; if too great, 
the ultimate of all thought and we shall see a gnarled and piti- 
purpose and art, while disinter- fully deformed object. So with 
ested benevolence may shape the ™"" virtue*. TI- IS a historic fact 
career of another. The leanings of that whole  nations  sometimes so 
N 
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far pervert the order of nature as the early church went counter to 
to confer  upon brutes the tender- the spirit and letter of this central 
ness   and   respect  due   alone   to principle of her religious code, 
man; consequently   the  value  of *   Religious   heresy   called forth 
life is low. The  eloquence   and the whole vindicative force of their 
philosophy of Seneca were direct- being which der the  honest 
ed against  the terribly cruel prac-    pretense doubtl of benevo 
tice  of gladiatorial   contests, but    1 did   its  bloody  work It 
the ideal   of his  philosophy   was costs nothing  to  learn  inconsist- 
drawn from the national patriotism ency, and much less to practice it. 
of the times. Perhaps  our   perplexity  would 
Now all this goes to prove what find  some mitigation by looking 
we have so often seen,—the com- into  the   workings  of civil  ] aw 
mingling   of virtue and vice   as O statute  books   are burdened 
joint rulers  in the sphere of intel-    with dead-letter laws, through the 
ex-    action of our greatest  statesmen. lectual predominancy. The 
planations are very numerous and And why ? Because they embody 
very unsatisfactory. An unbridled their highest ideals in a theoreti- 
imagination, and a susceptibility to cally faultless law, but subsequent- 
moral enthusiasm, doubtless go ly find it ill adapted to the condi- 
far in explaining many of these tion of the people. Such an adap- 
mysteries. But  are  we  not  ex-    tation is never perfect till the law 
lizes and provides for other g tatic and imperfect ? then will the 
natural  ferocity  or imperfections 
of our   nature  protrude  in   some 
direction.   It is our nature to serve     acter of 
and be  served, to  honor and  be     sidered, and the remedy developed 
honored ; now if we reverse nature's    from  the  existing, not the ideal, 
imperfections  than it is designed 
to  remedy.    The   general   char- 
the  people must be con- 
law, and worship the lower    qualities of the m 
ame is true objects  of creation, we shall  de- 
spise the higher. Hence the cruelty    science.    The  average man does 
of   the  Turk    to   man,   and   his     not form   his   code   of governing 
The of   social 
magnanimity to animals.   In more principles from   his  own  concep- 
highly civilized nations, men's ec- tion of things, but generally adopts 
centricities appear in other forms, the policy of some one far superior 
But it is all the same.    We can to him in power of conception and 
scarcely guess  a man's practices application.    It  is   by  reason   of 
this law that the practiced virtues 
his creed.    In spite of the incul- of a great and  good man become 
t 
when told of some leading tenet in 
cation of that grand moral princi- 
ple, man's equality, the conduct of 
the 
bors. 
highest ideals  of his  neigh- 
It  is  doubtful whether the 
I 
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as 
ideal character of the avei 
Greek or Roman was as higl 
the real practical life of our n 
teenth   century.    But  this   adap 
cept in belief what they never can 
attain in practice, so long will the 
social   element  perplex   the   ob- 
server with its inconsistencies. It 
tation   of   ideals,  so  far   beyond    is no ill omen, because the people 
power to apply, g rise to     profess  and  do not; it is a proof 
the most absurd contradictions of that  among   them  exist, or have 
practice and belief.    Abstractions existed, minds of great power of 
have but little coercive force, and conception, the  only  gateway to 
so long as  the  masses  are  con- social elevation, 
strained, through imitation, to ac- 
j 
THE  END. 
J\ LL rivers flow into the ocean, all systems have their cen- 
ters, all courses their effects All 
for an d Nature 
the same. Nations are organized, 
flourish, achieve great undertak- 
ings ; they   also  meet   the  same 
Infinite   space   is   teeming end. things are 
beautiful, not because it makes the     with worlds and systems of worlds. 
sun   shine,    matter   attract the All is life.    All is action. 
th ol but because th I contemplating  th truth 
is a manifest oneness  of thought while we struck with admira 
in all its workings.    Rays of light     tion, and exclaim with the Psalm- 
from  surrounding  objects   would ist, " Thou doest wondrous works, 
cause mere blurs did they not con-     O God !" we yet can but ask our- 
selves, " What  is the ultimatum verge to a focus. 
Nature presents a vast theater 
of action. Rivers flow, the rains 
fall, night, day  and  the seasons 
of   all   this?" Did God   make 
them to amuse himself ? 
Great as the world is, infinitely 
come  and go, vegetation springs     greater as the  universe is, there 
up 
born, 
grows   and  decays; man   is 
matures   and   dies The 
are those who think  that all this 
was created  for  their  own little 
destiny of all animate existence is    finite selves.    It is the pinnacle of 
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each nation's ambition to  become as a means he is  as important as 
the  ruling power  of the   world, the angels in   heaven.    Man, in 
As if in this broad universe there his own sphere, is a great being ; 
was no other thing but nationality ! but the instant he steps out of it, 
This world, with  all its beauty he is lost in the vastness of infinity. 
and grandeur, was created for a The salvation of man is a grand 
\ 
purpose. Man was created, en- scheme, yet it is tributary to some 
dowed with capacities for thought, thing grander; it is only a cog- 
improvement, affection, worship, wheel in the great machinery of 
enjoyment.    Surely   the   end   of God's creation. 
1 
this was the highest happiness of 
But   the   limit is   not yet 
What, then, is the end? 
man.    li v In studying natural history, that 
reached. Though the sun sheds which most attracts our attention, 
his vital rays upon our planet and is the principle of development. 
for our good, yet other worlds, The earth, once without form and 
even larger than ours, are not in void, is now full of life and beauty, 
the least slighted by him. Vegetation,  commencing   in  sea 
weeds, ended in the giant trees of 
the  forest.    The   first   traces   of 
We might think his salvation to     animal  life, appeared in   a  form 
be the end, since Christ died that    half vegetable, half animal;  sub- 
man  might live; but is not this    sequently higher forms appeared, 
Is  there   not 
beyond the happiness of man: 
then   something 
? 
alone too small for a   Great    last of all came man.    The same 
- 
Creator? After having created law is exemplified in the history of 
man, the best thing possible might mankind, and in the occurences of 
be to procure for him an  eternal    every-day life. 
life. But   what great interest Can we  see  traces of a. great 
would be at stake, if man did not    end   in   this   law   of progress ? 
exist at all ? There  is   a  realm   beyond :   the 
If immensity is full of creations,     realm of beauty, love, perfection, 
and   this  world,   compared   with God's   realm!     There angels 
others, but   an  atom, what must    are advancing.    As  the number 
\ 
m a n be? Almost  nothing. But less streams  run  into the sea, so 
would God create an  infinity for    all things are converging towards 
the  salvation  of almost nothing?    the great sea of-perfection.   They 
create   a   hive   for  a    will never reach it,  yet they will He might 
swarm  of   bees,   but   a   world 
never. 
Is  man,   then,   worthless? As 
an end he is almost worthless, but 
be forever    advancing,    forever 
nearing,   this great focus  of the 
t 
ages Such is the end. 
—«-- 
1 
EDITORS'  PORTFOLIO. 
CHOOSING  A  PROFESSION. 
N 
future 
fession 
OTHING troubles the S 
has a liberal education, and much 
ior    is expected of him ; hence, he can 
more than the question of   not undertake any of the humbler 
ailing, or pro-    occupations. Frequently he wishes 
ins    that he had learned a good trade, 
pat ? 
It frequently    happ 
that the student is undecided upon    and thus fitted himself for a cer 
this subject all through his tain sphere of usefulness.    Thus 
d the blues are his 
waiting, like Micawber, for some-    he passes many hours in moody 
thing to " turn up," and suggest a    reverie, 
career  for  him  to pursue. 
Freshman  is wholly unconce 
The stant companions And   yet   is 
d    there no  bright side to this dark 
? Is not the sunshine re- as to his future prospects, and feels pictu 
competent to fill almost any prom- newed again beyond the shadow ? 
inent position.    The  Sophomore We answer yes, and point to the 
occasionally   experiences,   for   a testimony of all past experience as 
brief  moment,   a  glimmering  of a proof of it Who ever knew 
trouble  ahead.    The Junior,  al- 
though looking anxiously forward 
to  his  S year ? dreads the 
responsibility which  this position    degree of 
engenders, of choosing  a profes-    ces are very 
sion.    But   it   is   by  the  Senior 
man to persevere in any calling, 
even though his ability were but 
medium, without attaining a good 
:cess ?    The  instan- 
rare.    While, on the 
other hand, we have innumerable 
alone that the magnitude of this    examples like   that   of Patrick 
ponsibility   is    fully   realized. Henry,  of mere  struggling  with 
And no wonder that discourage- poverty and battling against other 
ment almost gives way to despair, equally adverse obstacles, coming 
as  he  looks  out  into  the   great off victorious.   Very many are un- 
world before him.    Did he design doubtedly frightened from entering 
entering upon the study of law the profession for which they h 
medicine ?    A shingle meets him    always cherished a preference, for 
and every block    the very reasons mentioned before. 
not    But we firmly believe that if a man 
has designed entering the profes- 
sional field, he has only to regard 
at every corner, 
is filled with offices He 
enter into mercantile  pursuits 
am speaking of the  average  stu- 
dent)   for  want  of capital.     He the great mb now it as so 
*~~w. 
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many evidences of success achiev-    seems  to be the formation of an 
ed, and  to press  forward  stead-    association   by which an agent 
fastly   toward   the   goal   of  the    could   be   chosen   to   make   the 
calling. necessary     purchases. Books 
A   BOOK  ASSOCIATION. should be delivered to members of 
the association at cost prices, and 
A shorttime since, Prof. Stanley    the agent should be remunerated 
mentioned to the Senior Class, the    by a fixed salary.    By this means 
advisability of taking some meas-    the agent would be insured against 
ures  to   procure  what books we loss 
> 
and the   members   would 
need directly from the publishers,    obtain their  books more cheaply 
but no action has been taken, and and without    vexatious    delays. 
we take the liberty of calling the This idea was started, we believe, 
attention of all the students to this some years ago, but as the faculty 
matter.   There can be no objection, felt under obligation to purchase 
we think, to the advisability of the books in the city, it was not press- 
plan, and still less to its feasability. ed. That   difficulty  is now   re- 
in the course of the year we pur-    moved,   we  understand,  and  we 
shall undoubtedly have their ap- 
arrangement   could   be    proval, if not their co-operation. 
chase a large  number  of books, 
and an 
easily made with some publishing 
firm to supply us at wholesale 
prices, and thus no inconsiderable 
saving  would   be   made.    More- 
THE   POSITION    OF   THE    COLLEGE 
PAPER. 
It is a question of importance, 
over, the chief objection to pur- not only to the conductors of a 
chasing at the bookstores in the college publication, but to its sup- 
city, is the difficulty of always ob-    porters  and  patrons  as  well,   in 
taining books when desired. For what relation   it   should    stand 
instance,   the   Seniors   have   ex- towards  the faculty and the stu- 
perienced   so  much  difficulty in dents.    This is especially the case 
obtaining   astronomies,   that   the in regard to the STUDENT, since 
fourth week of the term a part of both the faculty and the class are 
the class  were   still   unsupplied. concerned in the appointment of 
Now, in the event of an association, its  editors.    The  students,  since 
a little care upon the part of the they and they alone are responsible 
students and professors would en- for its   financial   support,   would 
tirely obviate this, and we should naturally regard it as their especial 
be   regularly   and   economically organ, and bound to espouse their 
supplied.   There are several meth- cause  upon  all   occasions.    The 
ods by which this idea might be faculty   might  at  the   same time 
carried   out,  but   the   best   plan demand   that it either advocate its 
^_ 
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measures emain silent when     tion of the-general interests of the' 
it could not consistently do I college.    This,   of course, is the 
this   case, hat should   be   its     primary   reason   which governs 
course ? Should it  cater  to the faculties  in encouraging or even 
faculty, and thereby lose the confi- permitting the establishment of a 
dence and support of the students ? college publication  of any kind, 
or  should it declare for the stu- This being the case, that  faculty 
dents, and so incur the displeasure must be   narrow-minded   indeed, 
of the faculty ?    What it would do and blind to its own  true  good, 
is   evident.    If its   editors   were which would demand of a paper 
what is termed " faculty men," it its unqualified support, or object to 
would of support  tl au candid and manly criticism, for in 
thorities.    If they were from  the     no way can the interests of a col 
opposite they  would  even     lege be advanced so much as by 
more warmly support the students 
Now, is there a rule by which s 
free   and   open  discussion of its 
affairs and its policy.    Of course 
liege paper ought always to be     by this we mean a perfectly court- 
governed, and, if so, what is that    eous, but at the same time fearless 
expression   of  opinion,   whether 
i 
rule We  believe  it to b the 
same rule which should control all     favorable   or   otherwise, and   we 
journalism ely depend-     consider that this ought to be satis- 
ence. It   should   be   bound factory  to  all.    At any rate, we 
neither party, but by the interests     deem it the course that will in the 
of all.    It  is  in  this  way al end be most conducive to the pros 
that the objects of its establishment     perity of the college journal 
can be best attained.    The first of 
these objects is, if we mistake not, 
the improvement of the students in 
A COURSE OF HISTORICAL READING, 
The mportance of  historical 
the art of writing, more especially     study has been too often urged to 
in giving expression to their views 
upon matters which  immediately 
d any remarks here, but if we 
mistake not, we are to listen to Dr. 
concern them.    But how is this to     Malcolm during the summer term 
be accomplished to the fullest ex- d evidently a course of prepara 
tent, except when it can be done    tory reading would be very de 
fearlessly and without restraint ? abl 
Clearly in no way, and hence the am 
desirableness of absolute and entire     out 
ha\ independence upon the part of the 
paper, that the views of all may 
find a place in its columns. The 
second great object is the promo-     if so when ? 
To meet this need, it was 
ged that Dr. M. should mark 
course for the year, and we 
waiting patiently, but 
Are 
bee 
see no signs of any action. 
we to have this course marked out 
: 
i 
V 
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EXCHANGES. intensely catholic, always conducts 
ur exchange list for this month its discussions in a perfectly court- 
is small, owing, doubtless, to the eous and gentlemanly manner, 
fact that the fall term commences much more than can be said of 
so much earlier here than in most many more   pretentious  publica- 
colleges. At least, we can hardly    tions. The Cornell   Era has 
bring ourselves to believe that so    triumphed over the I). S. T. Times, 
many journals have   cut our ac-    and rejoices.   The Times modestly 
quaintance.     Judging 
exchanges    received, 
from 
the 
the 
year 
declares that  its  publication was 
discontinued because its mission of 
opens most auspiciously upon the reform was ended; but the Era 
college world. Increased numbers more than intimates that it died 
of students and teachers  are re-    for want of support.    Inasmuch as 
discovered   anything we never 
its 
ported from nearly every college, 
and an increased interest in colle- particularly reformatory in 
giate education is very sensibly columns, we presume that the Era 
manifested. In short, everything is correct. The incoming Fresh- 
bids  fair  for a  prosperous year, man class   numbers one hundred 
and twenty-five. The   Trinity 
Tablet for August contains a pleas- 
Our exchanges themselves seem 
to feel the good effects of vacation, 
and open the year  with numbers ant little poem, although we can 
which give promise of an improve- not commend it as superior.   Aside 
ment upon past issues. from this there is little in it to in- 
The Owl is the only magazine terest those unconnected with the 
received, and claims our first at- college, 
tention.    " Is the Monkey Father We have just received Part III. 
to the Man," still continues. The of Our First Hundred Years, by 
writer hardly sustains  himself in    Lester,  and are much  pleased 
this article.   He allows his feelings    with  its   contents.    The   chapter 
to   over-influence   his judgment, the colonial college upon 
ticularly  interesting. 
is par- 
The   work and descends too much from argu- 
ment to invective.    Nevertheless,    is just what the publishers claim 
the present chapter shows consider-    a guide book  of American prog- 
Every one should have it. able thought. The Owl is ably 
edited and conducted, and although 
gress 
% 
 ■ ,, mm. .'. 
Literary communications  should be  addressed  to   the Editors.    All subscriptions and 
advertisements   to J.  Herbert Hutchins,   Manager. 
ODDS AND ENDS 
ET all those debted to the    account of the new tyle back 
STUDENT, pay up instanter. 
No fooling here. 
" I said unto the fools, Deal 
h Dartmouth 
Five foot Senior to hilarious 
friend:   "It  don't take much to 
not foolishly and to the wicked,     amuse   you   anyway 
»> 
Lift not up the horn,'" 
The latest instance of cheek : 
Stopping to bow to the Prof, when 
you are cutting. 
A Freshman translates, E vita 
cesserunt stelligeri, " They have 
departed from this life to the 
stars." 
A Yale undergraduate visited 
Senior,   looking down 
Six   foot 
the on 
speaker: "No, you've given me 
a good  deal of amusement your- 
self." Record. 
A young man asked for a 
copy of Homer's " Odyssey " at a 
book-store in Norwich, Conn., the 
other day, and the clerk not find- 
ing  it, remarked  in  a  reflective 
way 9 " Well, we t   any of 
the White Mountains this summer,     Homer's  latest works in at pres 
ent." Ex. and while there, one of the Bates' 
waiters  asked  him if Yale  pro-        __jn a conversation with Pres. 
posed to enter the Inter-collegiate    porter on the Human Intellect, a 
Literary Contest Why, yes } S the 
plied Yale condescendingly 
other   morning in 
" haven't you heard of that? We 
shall have a University crew and 
a Freshman crew there too."       • 
answer to the questio 
has  the  more  uni 
) 
a g 
Which 
•ain   of 
sand or an elephant ? " responded 
" The  elephant, because there is 
We have a Freshman from the    more of it Record ) 
rural   districts  who   is   fortunate 
gh   to  sleep  with a S cl 
The other night Freshie happened    one 
to awake just  as  the town clock    brick, streaked and stained, with 
A college professor asked his 
to  collect  specimens;   and 
day they deposited a piece of 
was striking a By Georg 
S » 
» 
exclaimed Fresh a that 
their  collections, thinking to  im- 
pose on the doctor.    Taking up 
bellman has to be right on hand,    the  specimens, the  profe re- 
don't he marked This is pecimen of 
They can't " skin the cat" on baryta from the Cheshire mines 
the horizontal bar, at Vassar,  on     Holding up  anotl This 
I 
•.- ♦ 
I 
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piece of feldspar from the Portland has no parts and no magnitude, 
quarries." " And this," coining A pin can not stand on that which 
to the brick, u 
dence 
is a piece of impu-     has no parts and no   magnitude, 
from  some member of the     and therefore a pin can not stand 
class."—Independent. on  its point. 3 It   will   if you 
—An undevout Senior, who had     stick it in."— City fed. 
a place on the  committee of ar- A certain student, during the 
rangements for his society public, recent " Waiter Crusade," was 
so arranged the programme as to making the descent of Mount 
have no prayer or benediction on    Washington in a carriage which 
the list. His   fellow   committee contained  several   young ladies, 
men, on finding out his plan, re-    who constantly made the air vocal 
monstrated, and urged the neces- with praises    of   the    charming 
sity   of   a   change.    Whereupon     scenery, &c.   At length one of the 
said  senior brusquely remarked : fair ones, with imagination 
<t The programme is too darned     wrought   to   the    highest   pitch, 
long, anyhow." Ex. thought that  she descried  a red 
1 T 
An  undergraduate   at  Cam-    man on a neighboring peak. Our 
bridge,   who   found among the " student man " naturally turned 
questions on his examination paper    to catch a glimpse of the ' ' noble 
this, " Why will not a pin  stand     son of the   forest," when the aes- 
upon   its point ?" elaborately thetic  element of his   nature was 
plained the point thus : " I. A pin     prostrated at the exclamation, 
will  not  stand on its head, much " Dear me, Clawra, I do wish you 
less  is  it  possible that it should wouldn't say so much to attract the 
stand  on  its  point.    2. A point, attention of that driver / " 
according to Euclid, is that which 
1 
• 
COLLEGE ITEMS. 
Q 
UITE a number of the boys    W. H. Merryman ; Historian, A. 
teaching this term 
Improvement is still the order of 
the day. A fifteen inch fence has 
been erected on the B. B. grounds. 
A game of base ball was played 
on the 13th, between the Andros- 
coggins of this city and a mixed 
Ueg The stood 
L. Morey; Class Committee: H. 
Woodbury, O. W. Collins, and G. 
F. Adams. 
The Freshman class officers are 
as follows: Pres., C. E. Brock- 
way ; Vice-Pres., H. A. P. Rund- 
lett; Sec, F. O. Mower; Treas- 
urer, J, W. Hutchins ; Orator, F. 
to 3 in favor of the Androscoggins. 
We judged that the score would 
H.  Briggs; Poet,   A. J.   Shaw; 
Historian, M. Adams; Odist, G. 
h b about 8 to 6 with  fair W.   Phillips ;    Prophet, 
Scribner;   Toast   Master, 
E. 
g memb 
umpiring. 
Prof. Sewell, of Bowdoin, has 
since succeeded in raising $75>ooo 
of the amount required by that in- 
stitution, and is hopeful of soon 
obtaining the remainder. 
Between 120 and 130 applica- 
tions have been made for admis-     late Judge Curtis 
sion in Amherst College, and the 
new Freshman class will number 
about 100 members. In Yale 
College there have been 204 appli- 
cants for the academic course, and 
more than 100 for the Sheffield 
Scientific School. 
The Juniors have elected the 
following class officers : Pres., C. 
V. 
P. 
James; Chaplain, J. Qc Adams ; 
Class Committee, C. E. Hussey, 
. G. Bradt, A. M. Flagg. 
Among the well-known 
of the famous H 
vard class of 1829, with which the 
is graduated, w 
are George Tyler Bigelow, Wil 
liam Henry Ch 
& 
James 
Freeman Clarke, F. B. Crownin- 
shield, George T. Davis, Joel Giles, 
.  Oliver   Wendell 
Holmes, Benjamin Peirce, Samuel 
William   Gray 
May, Chandl Robbins, Samuel 
F. Smith and Edward D. Sohier. 
The excellency of our base ball 
S. Libbey ; Vice-President, J. O.     ground is beginning to be appreci- 
Emerson; Secretary, J. Rankin;     ated by  outsiders.    A game was 
Treasurer, M. C. Day; Chaplain,     played  here, the 23d instant, be- 
F. E. Emrich; Orator, M. Doug-    tween the Resolutes, of Portland, 
lass; Poet, T.  H. Stacy; Odist, 
H. Huntington ; Toast Master, 
and  the Androscoggins, of this 
city The   score   stood 8 to 7 in 
College Items, 211 
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«> 
favor of   the    Resolutes. Mr. Profile  House  contained  sixteen 
Oakes, of the Bates played     Dartmouth boys. 
with the Androscogg We Female education seems  to be 
derstand that he was pronounced     prospering  in  England.     About 
by the Resolutes of the best 
der-hand throwers in the State 
630 young ladies entered them- 
selves as candidates at the Oxford 
On the 26th, a game was played 
between  the  Unions, of Turner, 
and   the   Bates   nine upon the 
local examinations. 
We learn that the Freshman 
class of Colby University numbers 
grounds of the latter. The score thirty-five, of whom several are 
stood 34 for Bates to 5 for the ladies. It is several years since 
Unions. The fact that the Unions so large a class have entered. In- 
obtained their scores through the creased provision has been made 
errors of their opponents, should for the accommodation of students, 
stir up our boys to the necessity of    by filling up  the  south   college 
hard practi building.     Rev.   Nathaniel  Mel- 
N. B.—The Seniors have suc- 
A union  has  been  effected be- cher, of Kennebunk, has accepted 
tween  the Williams Vidette  and the professorship of Mathematics, 
Williams Review,    Hereafter but and   already   entered   upon   his 
one  paper,   the   Williams  At he- duties. 
nceum, will be published at that col- 
lege.  We hope to receive an early 
call from the new periodical. Douglas for their lecture this Fall. 
We learn from the Independent, The lecture will occur at City Hall, 
that the Glen House was  not the Nov. 17.    Tickets will be out the 
only hotel which employed student 1st of November.    Let all engage 
ceeded in engaging Frederick 
waiters   the   past   season. The their seats as early as possible. 
1 
PMM* 
ALUMNI NOTES. 
*7°« C. H. Pearson  has been 
admitted to the bar in Mass. He 
CLASS OF 1871. 
FLINT, GEORGE WASHINGTON 
will settle at Newburyport, as a 
member of the firm of  Stone 
Pearson. 
A. G. Moulton  h been 
ppointed   principal   of Lapham 
Institute, North Scituate R. I 
74 Robert Given, Jr., is teach 
ing in Jay, Me 
'74- J. H. Hoffman has entered 
Andover Theological School. 
Born, March 2, 1844, Son of 
William and Emeline Flint. 
1871-- '73., Principal of Frances- 
town Academy, at Francestown, 
New Hampshire. 
1873,   Autumn,    Principal of 
Lebanon   Academy,   West   Leb 
anon, Maine. 
i 
1873—'74,   Assistant   in 
School, at Bath, Maine. 
High 
> 
74 
1874, Spring, Elected Principal 
F. P. Moulton is principal     of Collinsville Graded School, at 
of the High School, at Littleton,     Collinsville, Connecticut. 
N. H 
'74- H.  H.   Acterian  has  en- 
tered Bates Theological School. 
[Space will be given every month to the record of 
one or more of the alumni in the form of the following. 
Graduates will greatly oblige by forwarding the neces- 
ary material.—Ed.] 
Married, January 30th, 1873, to 
Mi Mary E. Monteith of Mc 
Indoes Falls, Vt., by the Rev. D. 
S. Hibbard, assisted by the Revs. 
G. S. Norcross and M. B. Brad- 
ford. 
Post-office address, Collinsville, 
Conn. 
/ 
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BATES COLLEGE 
o 
t 
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT 
REV. OKEN 13. CHENEY. D.l) 
President. 
REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D., 
Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology* 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,      ' 
Professor of Greek and Latin Languages. 
REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D., 
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy. 
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M., 
Professor of Chemistry and Geology. 
THOMAS L, ANGELL, A.M., 
Professor of Modern Lanauaaes. 
REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, A.M., 
Professor of Systematic Theology. 
GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M., 
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature. 
THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M., 
Professor of Hebrew. 
REV. CHARLES H. MALCOM, D.D., 
Lecturer on History. 
CLARENCE A. BICKFORD, A.B., 
Instructor* 
FRANK W. COBB, A.B 
Tutor. 
EDMUND 11. ANGELL, 
Tutor. 
■ 
M 
s 
\ 
o 
CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS  OF   ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: 
LATIN: In nine books of Virgil's ^Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallnst; twenty 
exercises of Arnold's Latin Prose Composition, and in Hardness* Latin Grammar. Greek; in throe 
books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek grammar.   MATH- 
EMATICS: In Loomis's or Greenleafs Arithmetic, in the first twelve chapters of Loomis's Algehr; 
and in two books of Geometry.   ENGLISH: In  Mitchell's Ancient Geography, aud  in Worcester' 
a, 
s 
Ancient History. 
A 
those 
Colleges. 
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Com- 
mencement, on Tuesday preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of 
the Fall Term. 
COURSE OF STUDY- 
The regular course of instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as 
eminently adapted to secure liberal culture and a sound classical education. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income} of thirteen Scholar- 
ships, and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses 
otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
THEOLOGICAL  SCHOOL. 
This is a department in the College established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occu- 
pies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a 
special Faculty appointed by the College corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian 
church, and to give evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church 
of which they are members respectively, or by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study 
must be prepared for examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiol- 
ogy, Chemistry,Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, and in the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries, free. 
COMMENCEMENT JUNE 30,1875. 
For Catalogue or other information, address 
OREN B. CHENEY, PRESIDENT, Lcwiston, Me. 
■■«■* wmmmmmmmm 
f 
i NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL 4 
0 
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor of LYMAM NICHOLS 
Esq., of Boston.  The special object of the School is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of 
course 
classes which they have the qualifications to enter.   The School is situated near the College and Theo- 
association with students of more advanced 
tand ing and scholarship 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first year, or third 
class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class.   The classes are so arrange that 
students can enter the school at any time during the year 
o 
Board of Instruction 
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.B., PRINCIPAL, 
THEODORE G. WILDER, A.B.,    - 
EDMUND R. ANGELL, A.B.,   - 
Teacher of Latin and Greek, 
Teacher of Mathematics, 
Teacher of English Branches, 
/' 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. A. M. JONES, Secretary. 
FRENCH BROTHERS, 
No. 40 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me. 
» 
Keep constantly on hand a large stock of 
College stud School 
BOOK 5 
Miscellaneous Books 
AND 
ALSO 
5 5 
and other articles usually kept in a first-class 
Bookstore.   Discounts made to Teachers,  Col- 
leges, and persons buying in quantities. 
Orders by mail promptly attended to. 
TEVEN CO ■ 
L. O. STEVENS. A. C. NICHOLS. 
Books 
» 
Periodicals p 
Stationery, <k i 
FINE 
G-old Pens and 
98 LISBON ST., LEWISTON 
;> 
1872 GREAT 1872 
SEWING 
AT THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL 
AGRICULTURAL SHOW. 
THE IMG-JEM 
AWARDED 
Two Gold Medals f 
ONE FOR FAMILY MACHINE AND ONE FOR 
MANUFACTURING MACHINE. 
At the NEW ENGLAND FAIR, after the most 
severe tests and through trials ever given, the 
WAS AWARDED THE 
Over all Competitors. 
It is the Simplest Shuttle Machine in Existence 
the Easiest to Manage—the Most Durable—and 
TH K I JEST; doing every variety of PRACTICAL 
work oi* all others combined. 
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS AND HUMBUGS. 
Machines of all kinds repaired.   Oil, Needles, 
Thread, Twist, &c, tor sale. 
FULLER CAPEN 1 
SOLE AGENTS, 
61 Lisbon street, Lewiston. 
121 Water street, Augusta. 
TOSS & MURPHY 
(Successors to A. L. & P. P. GETCHKLL) keep the 
latest and most fashionable styles of 
Hats,   Caps,  Furs 
TRUNKS & UMBRELLAS, 
Found in the market. 
46 Lisbon St., Lewiston. Zign of Big Hat. 
9 
Ballard's Orchestra. 
i 
This organization has been in existence for sev- 
eral years, and has furnished music for numerous 
exercises of Colleges, Seminaries, High and Nor- 
mal Schools, Musical Conventions, Lectures and 
Levees, and has given Concerts in various parts 
of Maine. 
Address L. W. RALLAKD. LowiKfeon. M» 
GO TO 
R, C. BOOTH BY CO. v 
27 Lisbon Street, 
for your nice 
Custom  Clothing 
iyi 
FITTER.—Bcinfc sworn. 
perfected Dr. Filler's Vegetable Rheumatic 
Syrup# I guarantoo it on infallible cure for Norvo, Kid- 
ney aadUhoiuaatiodisease3.   Swornto,this2Gth April, 1871' 
| ) P. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Fhihu 
Wo Clor gjrmen VerO Cured lj it, and will satisfy any one writ- 
ing u8.Rev.Thos.Mun)hy,D,DMFrankford,PhilaJlev.0.ir. 
i:win^,Media,Pa.llcv.J.8.Buchanan,Clarence.Iowa.Rev. 
G.G.Smith, Pittsford, N. Y. Rev. JoB.Be£CTvFall8Church, 
Phila.,Ac. Afflicted should wri to Dr. Fitlor.Phila.jfor expla- 
natory Pamphlet A guarantee,gratis. $50 Reward for an in- 
curable case.No euro no charge,a reulity.Sold by dru^gist&v 
c nits iufriui* 
A MONTHLY MAGAZJNE, 
Published by the  Class of '75, 
Terms, $1 
Single Copies, 10 cents. 
Single copies will be sent to any address on re 
ccipt of ten cents and stamp. 
POSTAGE. 
The postage on the Magazine will be twelve 
cents a year, payable at the office of the subscriber. 
MISSING NUMBEBS. 
If any subscriber fails to receive a copy of the 
Magazine when due, we would thank him to in- 
form us, and the mistake will be immediately rec- 
tified. 
The Magazine is for sale at the following book- 
stores: French Bros*, Douglass & Cook's, and 
Stevens & Co., Lewiston; Willard Small & Co's, 
Auburn; Loring, Short & Harmon's, Portland; and 
A. Williams & Co's, 186 Washington Street 
Boston, Mass. 
Literary communications should be addressed 
to the u Editors of the Bates Student." All sub- 
scriptions and business letters to 
J. HERBERT IIUTCHINS, 
BATES COLLEGE, 
Lewiston, Me 
■ ■i m M ■■' 
§> 
MORE 
Pianos Organs and odeons 
Than any other one man in the United States. He supplies the VER Y BEST on the most reasonable 
terms, and sends them on short notice to any part of the country. He sells Pianos for lull pay down, 
and purchasers on an average save about $100 on a Piano. 
Be sure to write him before laying out your money.   Address 
> 
• 
HARMON 
* 
N. B.—Whoever purchases olBro. II. add their mite, through him, to aid our institutions of learning. 
*•* 
The subscriber gives notice that, in addition to 
his large and choice stock of TRUNKS, VALISES, 
TRAVELING BAGS. RETICULES, UMBREL- 
LAS, &c, he has received and has for sale a very 
Select and Choice lot of 
MEN'S AND BOYS'. 
ats and Caps 
At No. 113 Lisbon St. 
Call and see us. J. I>. LoNGLEY 
DAY i ) 
DEALERS IN 
FLOUR 5 
Groceries and Provisions J 
Main Street, LtiWISTON, ME 
BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
o 
N. TIBBALS & SONS, 
Twenty Years Established in the Sun- 
day  School and  Theological Book 
Trade, are now prepared to offer 
O O K 
ON THE BEST TEKM8 TO 
SUNDAY SCHOOLS, MINISTERS 
AND STUDENTS. 
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL 
On the Largest Commission; or We offer a 
GOLD WATCH (Lady's or Gentleman's), 
worth $75, to any one selling 100 Copies 
of this book. 
^= Any one can easily sell 10 copies 
per day, as it is a book every one 
wants, and is not expensive. 
Send for particulars. 
M, TIBBALS «& SONS, 37 Park Bow, N.Y. 
i 
Portsmouth 9 N • aaJk 
t $ 
m 0^-J 
Of Every Variety, in the Best Style, at Short Notice and on Satisfactory Terms, at the 
FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, 
nsr 
* i. 
At the same office are published 
tap 
% 
A large weekly religious paper; 
i® • mw> 
Alternate weeks for Sabbath Schools; 
I 
Of the International Series for both Adults and Children; 
*> 0" 
Both Denominational and otherwise 
< 
Dealer in 
? 
Crockery, China & Glass Ware 
KEB0$ENE UAMP0 AND OHANDEUERS, TABLE 
OUTUEHV, 8IUVER PLATEO AND BRITANNIA 
WABE. 
No. 75 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, sign of Big Pitcher. 
Phrenology. How to Learn it#   Send stamp Tor circular to SAM'L 
B, WELLS, 389 Broadway, N.Y. 
To Consumptives. 
A PREACHER OF THE GOSPEL, having 
cured his son of Consumption in its worst stages* 
after being given up to die by the most celebrated 
physicians, desires to make known the cure 
(which proves successful in every case) to those 
afllictpa with Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds. 
Consumption, and all Affections of the Throat 
and Lungs, and will send the Recipe, free of 
charge to all who desire it, if they will forward 
their address to 
DANIEL ADEE, 
176 Fulton St., New York. 
D. Lothrop & Co's 
BIBLE WAREHOUSE 
AND 
Book Store 
BOOKS, BIBLES 
ALB U M, 
CHROMOS, REWARD CARDS, &C, 
at Extremely Low Prices, at 
38 & 40 CORNHILL, BOSTON 
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co. publish the cele- 
brated $1000.00 and $500.00 Prize Series, and other 
Popular and Standard Works, suitable for Family, 
Sunday School and Public Libraries, for Presen- 
tation, School Prizes, etc. Attention is especially 
called to the cordial endorsement of their publica- 
tions by the religious and literary press of the 
country. 
Orders by mail or otherwise promptly filled at 
best rates. Any book sent by mail, postage paid, 
on receipt of price.   Illustrated Catalogue free. 
W.   H«   §41MIf 
DEALER  IN 
GENT'S FURNISHING GOODS, 
Also a choice line of all kinds of Shirts 
and Underclothing, for the Fall and 
Winter Trade. 
90    LISBON   STREET, 
LEWISTON,   -   ■   -  MAINE. 
A fair Discount to Students. 
Collars, 
Bosoms, 
Neckties, A 
Gloves, 1 
Hose, 
Umbrellas, \ 
Stationery, 
Jewelry, SfC. 
COMPLETE SUCCESS OF THE NEW SYSTEM! 
HAGAR 5 ARITHMETICS. 
I Primary Lessons in Numbers, 
II.   Elementary Arithmetic, 
III. Common School Arithmetic, - 
IV. Dictation Problems and Key to Com. Sell. Arith., 
RETAIL PRICE. 
80.30 
0.50 
1.00 
1.00 
. 
fhe new method fully tested and proved to be 
Successful in Practice, as weii as Attractive in Theory. 
Of ihese hooks, we have issued during the first eighteen months of their publication, 
100,000 Copies 
The intrinsic merit of Hagar's Arithmetics is sufficiently attested by the 
wide-spread popularity they have obtained in the short time since their publication. 
No other similar text-books have been so rapidly introduced into the best schools 
or have stood so well the ordeal 'of the school-room. They have been adopted for 
Public Schools. Normal Schools, and Seminaries in all parts of the country; in 
» 
The City of New York, 
The City of Providence, R. I 
The City of Salem, Mass., 
The City of Portland, Me., 
The City of Lewiston, Me., 
The City of Meriden, Conn. 
The City of Topeka, Kan., 
The Boro' of Catasauqua, P 
Normal School, Farmington, Me. 
Normal School, Salem, Mass., 
Normal School, Providence, R. I. 
Normal Schbol, 'Wilmington, Del 
North Providence, R. L, 
"West Roxtaury, Mass., 
New London, N. H., 
Town of Quincy, Mass., 
And in hundreds of other prominent places throughout the Country, including nearly 
Two Hundred Important Towns in New England alone. 
Teachers and School Officers, if you are thinking of changing your Text-Books on 
Arithmetic, Don't do it until you have examined these Books. Wc will send 
copies for examination, by mail or express, prepaid, On Condition that if the 
Books are not adopted   the specimen copies shall be returned to us.   Address, 
COWPERTIEWAJT & CO., Educational Publishers, 
628 & 630 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
Or, 
JAMES A. BO WEN, jfew England Ayent, 
37 and 39 Brattle Street, Boston. I 
I; 
i 
